
On the day that this Newsletter is published in 1900 Sir Arthur Evans purchased the land 

around the ruins of Knossos, the largest Bronze Age archaeological site on Crete; now if only 

geoconservation had such a rich benefactor today. In 1965 Wil-

liam K. Kerr, of the Toronto’s Department of Surgery, reported the 

first ever biochemical link between cancer and cigarettes; he was 

one of the groups of scientists who had actually studied the af-

fects of cigarettes on people, rather than just researching (a s a 

desktop study) statistical studies. Now there’s a thought about the 

value of all those review and papers that seem to fill some jour-

nals that really ought to know better.  

Perhaps, we need to find a way to encourage and then publish 

small-scale UK geological initial studies and observations, much 

as was done in the old transactions/proceedings of the 19th centu-

ry naturalists’ societies and field clubs. It would make a change 

from the research grant funded overseas geological studies, and 

those with methodologies based on access to the sort of laborato-

ry equipment that only a few laboratories worldwide can support, 

that pack our discipline’s journals. But then we might just get back to the real value of field ob-

servation and mapping, not to mention engagement with dedicated amateur (in the sense that 

they don’t get paid) geologists; now there’s another thought, or better still a challenge to us all!     

E    D    I    T    O    R    I    A    LE    D    I    T    O    R    I    A    L  

Welcome to the first Newsletter for 2014. 16th March is the 

75th day of the year and there are 290 days remaining until 

the end of the year - which gives you all plenty of time to get 

out your cameras, and to sit at the keyboard preparing an 

illustrated account of your geoconservation work to share 

with the rest of the membership via the Newsletter.  

Remember, this national publication should be a window on 

the activities of all our membership to inform a wider public 

rather than just a small specific, but keen, local membership. 

Mind you, the weather has not been particularly encouraging 

for fieldwork so far this year and for some lowland Quater-

nary sites the aqueous covering has been less than helpful. 

Still, once the field season gets under way, in the next few 

weeks, I expect that that there will be a plethora of emails 

with attached illustrated articles clogging up my ‘in’ box?!!     
                                                                               TOM HOSE  
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    ENGLAND ENGLAND ——  Bedfordshire Geology  GroupBedfordshire Geology  Group  

A Walk on the Pegsdon Hills  

On a bright February sunny morning a 

small party (see right) from the Group 

visited the Pegsdon Hills, a fine view-

point from which to see how geology 

affects the southern Bedfordshire land-

scape with the Gault Clay lowlands 

separating the Chalk and Greensand ‘ranges’. Rather 

frustratingly, few exposures of the underlying Chalk 

occur at Pegsdon but the thin alkaline soils support a 

rich flora - protected in a Wildlife Trust Nature Re-

serve (which covers part of the Pegsdon SSSI) - and 

a wealth of archaeological features. 

The party set out from Pegsdon across the hidden outcrop of Totternhoe Stone 

and the Lower Chalk slope, where a long defunct quarry has been reclaimed for 

farming. Another, medieval example of farmers being even more desperate for 

extra arable land was seen on Deacon Hill where there are medieval cultivation 

terraces, or strip lynchets. The path levelled out as the party reached  the Mel-

bourn Rock level before rising abruptly to cross the Middle Chalk scarp. Near the 

top of the hill, the party en-

tered a 36m long by 3m deep 

gash in the hill’s slope; clearly an excavated pit, but 

recently also occupied by a badger whose set con-

struction had created a fan of the orange ‘Clay with 

Flints’ that as a weathering residue overlies the 

Chalk. At the summit of the hill, there was a new 

small (1m wide by 1.5m deep) sinkhole (see  above 

left); this so well illustrated how the recent torrential 

rain had triggered a local underground geological 

event   - this could clearly be seen as a danger to 

animals, farm machinery and even field geologists! 

Skirting the nearby ancient Icknield Way, a route-

way following the Chalk outcrop from Ivinghoe Bea-

con to Knettisshall Heath in Norfolk, the party de-

scended along the lip of Barn Hole (see  right); this is 

an archetypal example of a Chalkland dry valley, 

showing a flat bottom in which glacial head deposits 

have slumped. It featured in a classic geomorpholo-

gy textbook of the 1960s - George Drury’s The Face 

of the Earth. It’s just a pity that none of the interpre-

tation panels (see bottom right) around the site make 

any real mention of geology, just a brief note on the 

several small quarries. At the end of the walk, the 

party retired to the ‘Live and Let Live’ pub for much needed refreshments!    Derek Turner & Tom Hose                                                                                
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                                                  Revised Geodiversity Action Plan 

Over 10 years ago Tees Valley Wildlife Trust with funding from Natural England successfully estab-

lished a local geology group, the Tees Valley RIGS Group 

(or TVRIGS), led by a Trust officer specifically appointed to 

develop and publicise a geology audit of the area covered 

by the Trust. This officer was Beth Andrews, who produced 

the CD ‘A Teachers' Guide to the Geology and Geography 

of Saltburn’; she now works for the Herefordshire and 

Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust! Anyway, there was an 

underlying logic in the Trust wishing to develop a better un-

derstanding of the local geology. Put succinctly, the type of 

rock will have an effect on the soils of an area, which will 

influence (some of) the vegetation supported, which will 

have an effect on (some of) the wildlife in the area. It's not 

always as simple as that but the kernel of truth is there. 

The TVRIGS, composed of volunteer enthusiasts, continues to be active on the geology front though 

currently without direct Trust officer support. Working relations remain strong and the TVRIGS group 

operates from the Trust headquarters at Margrove Park. The Group is open to anyone interested in our 

local geology. There is no annual subscription to join. The group has an active programme of visits and 

research on geological sites in our area. We have a database of over 180 geological sites of which 

nearly 40 have been declared as RIGS. We have recently upgraded our website (www.tvrigs.org.uk) 

and have just started publication of what we hope will be a quarterly newsletter for our members. 

In October 2012, the TVRIGS received the good news that it was to be funded by the Heritage Lottery: 

All Our Stories fund to manage a 12 month project publicising the discovery 100 years ago of important 

plant fossils in old Marske Quarry high up in Errington Woods, overlooking Marske, New Marske, and 

Saltburn in Cleveland, north east England. Partnerships with other organisations, and informing the 

local communities were central to the success of the project. Tees Valley Wildlife Trust provided valua-

ble background administrative support throughout, and educational support on the school day men-

tioned overleaf. 

The Cleveland Naturalists’ Field Club, whose members made the crucial collections of Marske Quarry 

plant fossils 100 years ago, made available its archives, specialist palaeobotanical knowledge, and the 

photographic skills of some of its members. The Dorman Museum in Middlesbrough, to which many of 

the plant fossils collected by those early Cleveland Naturalists were bequeathed, opened its doors and 

collections for study, photography, and for use in exhibitions, along with use of its room facilities. The 

Friends of Errington Woods, which manages the woods on behalf of Redcar and Cleveland Council, 

spent many hours in and around the quarry improving its accessibility and safety, removing dead and 

fallen trees, and creating pathways through the quarry.  

Last but not least, the TVRIGS project-managed the project, researched the history of the quarry and 

the early fossil collectors, researched the geological and palaeobotanical facts behind the fossils, and 

developed exhibition material for public consumption. Talks were given to the Saltburn, Marske, and 

New Marske Parish Councils and to the New Marske Residents Association. Articles publicising the 

project were printed in the local newspapers, and other information was circulated to many local organ-

isations in East Cleveland. 

  ENGLAND  ENGLAND  ——    Tees Valley RIGS Group Tees Valley RIGS Group   

Tees Valley RIGS Group outing to Hummersea  

Alum Works on the Cleveland Coast  [Photo: TVRIGS] 
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  ENGLAND ENGLAND ——  Tees Valley RIGS Group Tees Valley RIGS Group (cont.)(cont.)  

The first big milestone was a school 

visit to the Dorman Museum in 

March 2013 by pupils from New Mar-

ske Primary School to see the plant 

fossils as well as modern day plants 

related to the fossils (a doff of the hat 

to Arcadia Garden Centre and Cher-

ry Hill Nursery who both freely 

loaned some of their plants for this 

day and the later Open Day). A 3D 

model showing the geology of the 

lower Tees Valley fascinated the 

schoolchildren as did a PowerPoint 

presentation by one of our members, 

John Waring, who brought to life for 

them some of the ‘excitement’ and 

danger of the Jurassic environment. 

This was followed in April 2013 by an Open Day at the Dorman Museum with the fossils again on dis-

play. By this time we had produced exhibition boards describing the project, the fossils, the fossil col-

lectors, and the geological context. During the summer this exhibition toured local libraries at Marske, 

Saltburn, Guisborough, and Redcar and museums leading up to a final Celebration Day in August 

2013 in Errington Woods and in the quarry. Guided walks were made into the quarry (with geological 

explanation from another of our members, Denis Goldring) from a “base camp” at the top of Pontac 

Road in New Marske where tents and gazebos (kindly provided by the Friends of Errington Woods) 

were used to again display plant fossils and the exhibition boards, along with some refreshments. 

A digital record of the project has now been created and copies placed in the local libraries referred to 

above. A leaflet on the project is available at some local libraries and tourist information centres and 

further information is also available by accessing the Tees Valley RIGS Group website at 

tvrigs.org.uk. 
 

The Geology 

Marske Quarry is one of many sites in Yorkshire where plant fossils have been 

found but unlike some of them it seemed to be quickly forgotten. However, in 

the early 1900s it was famous for a time in geological circles, attracting national 

and international palaeobotanists to visit and to examine the collected plant 

fossils. One of the fossils was new to Britain; its collector, the Reverend John 

Hawell (see right), rector at Ingleby 

Greenhow, had the honour of hav-

ing it named after him – the fossil 
Dictyozamites hawelli (Seward) (see left & 

overleaf); this is a type of fossil cycad 

first recognised, in the 19th centu-

ry, in India but also found in China 

and Korea.  

Friends of Errington Wood and TVRIGS members visit Marske  Quarry with 

members of the public.                                                               [Photo: TVRIGS] 

 Rev. John Hawell (1855-

1904). 
 [Photo: Cleveland Naturalists] 

Dictyozamites hawelli (Seward); detail of a single 

leaf. 
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ENGLAND  ENGLAND  ——    Tees Valley RIGS Group Tees Valley RIGS Group (cont.)(cont.)  

Much of Cleveland south of the River Tees is com-

posed of rocks of Jurassic age (approx. 200 – 145 

million years ago). In Errington Woods the lower 

slopes are underlain by rocks deposited in marine 

conditions (the Lower Jurassic). The higher eleva-

tions are composed of the Saltwick Formation, the 

first non-marine deposit in a period of time (the Mid-

dle Jurassic) when the depositional environment 

oscillated between marine and non-marine in what 

is now Cleveland – from approximately 175-160 mil-

lion years ago. 

Obviously plant fossils mean that land must have 

been nearby. In fact the environment where the 

plant material ended up was a massive delta (much 

like the Ganges or Mississippi deltas today) with 

rivers coming from land to the northwest/northeast. Some of the plant remains would have been 

brought down by the rivers in times of flood. Others were growing in situ in the flood plains and bogs. 

The climate was warm 

Mediterranean – no 

surprise because that 

was the latitude where 

what is now the British 

Isles was located 175 

million years ago. The 

plants growing then 

were varied, including 

horsetails (much taller 

than today’s species), 

ferns, cycads, ginkgo 

(many more varieties 

than the one Ginkgo 

biloba which survives 

today), and conifers 

(such as the Monkey 

Puzzle tree which is 

known to be the source material for Whitby jet). There were no flowering shrubs/trees then, nor grass-

es; they only appeared millions of years later. 

Postscript 

The Tees Valley RIGS Group has now finished the funded project. However, there are still fossils to be 

found at Marske Quarry if you know where to look – the group is slowly building up its own collection of 

plant fossils from the quarry. For those of an adventurous spirit, a geocache has been placed some-

where in the quarry. The exhibition material is available for use in the future and can be loaned to other 

local groups. Guided walks into the quarry can also be arranged for other organised groups.                      

                                                                                                                                                Andy Cooper  

Geological cross section through Errington Wood and Marske Quarry.               [Image: TVRIGS]  

Type specimen of Dictyozamites hawelli (Seward) from Maske  

Quarry at Dorman Museum, Middlesbrough.                                
[Photo: TVRIGS] 
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    SCOTLAND SCOTLAND ——  Lothian & Borders GeoConservation Lothian & Borders GeoConservation   

Hyndford Quarry Extension, New Lanark, Scotland 

‘Save Our Landscapes’ campaigners fighting Cemex UK’s plans to extend their major sand and gravel 

quarry next to the New Lanark World Heritage Site in South Lanarkshire are modestly celebrating. At 

the end of January 2014 the Scottish Planning Minister, Derek Mackay called in the planning applica-

tion for review. This follows South Lanarkshire Council’s decision to permit the development on 17th 

December 2013. The council granted the application despite over 11,000 letters of objection, interna-

tional petition and the opposition of at least 20 MSPs. A poll of local opinion apparently revealed 96% 

opposition to the plan.  

Some 350,000 tourists a year visit the 18th century cotton mill village where socialist pioneer Robert 

Owen provided his workers with good working and liv-

ing conditions, free health care and affordable schools. 

The extension to Hyndford Quarry will eat into a Buffer 

Zone that protects New Lanark. Some believe it will 

affect the stunning Falls of Clyde (see left) and its Wild-

life Reserve 200m away run by The Scottish Wildlife 

Trust. Pathways along both sides of the Clyde link the 

Reserve to the Heritage site. The Clyde Valley Wood-

lands are a National Nature Reserve, SSSI and GCR 

Site for fluvial geomorphology and special conservation 

area. The Government Reporter is still to be appointed. 

PENTLAND ROCKS! 

Lothian and Borders GeoConservation has just produced a ten-page booklet describing the geolo-

gy of the Pentland Hills, together with a short Geological Trail. The Hills dominate Edinburgh’s 

southern skyline with their northern half formally recognised as the Pentland Hills Regional Park. 

The park is much used by walkers, cyclists, horse riders and even skiers but is mainly privately 

owned agricultural land. The booklet is available from visitor centres, the City of Edinburgh Natural 

Heritage Service, and as a pdf download from the website of the Edinburgh Geological Society. 

Group volunteers and rangers wrote the text and provided images with design (by Derek Munn) 

and printing costs met by Standard Life and First Scottish Film Services - to which grateful thanks 

are due. 

The original ranger service concept, in 2006, was to provide a geocache experience to encourage 

visitors to learn how the rocks were formed in ancient Silurian oceans and by Devonian volcanoes 

and rivers; and the time it had taken to create the modern landscape including the effects of the 

last ice age. It was felt then that a leaflet on its own might not motivate all that many people to en-

gage with geodiversity. The premise was that people like collecting things and the effort that takes 

makes the experience more special. In theory, there were to be ten hidden containers (with sam-

ples of the nearby typical rock) spread out over the Regional Park close to a Public Right of Way. 

The original intention was to provide a leaflet with maps and guidance to find the caches. Howev-

er, the burden of refilling containers with prepared samples and the chance of visitors finding them 

empty and being disappointed eventually killed off the innovative geocache idea.        

                                                                                                                                    Mike Browne 

    NEWS NEWS ——  ‘Save our Landscapes’ ‘Save our Landscapes’   
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NEWS ITEM NEWS ITEM ——  South Lanarkshire, a cautionary note?South Lanarkshire, a cautionary note?  

South Lanarkshire Council is currently piloting a ‘Biodiversity Assets’ approach as a mechanism to 

assess development impacts on biodiversity; this is an alternative approach to Sites of Importance for 

Nature Conservation (SINC) and Local Nature Conservation Site (LNCS). It complements the Local 

Nature Reserve (LNR) and local greenspace sites networks. The proposed approach involves assign-

ing habitats a score, based on their importance when in favourable condition. These scores have 

been generated by the Partnership through a workshop session. The top scoring habitats will be re-

ferred to as ‘biodiversity assets’; a GIS layer will be made available to show the distribution of these 

assets in South Lanarkshire.  

The same scores have also been used to prepare a ‘habitat impact calculator’ to be used in assessing 

development proposals. Habitat scores by area are calculated and totalled, giving an overall score for 

the existing site. Proposals, which would alter the habitat composition of the site, can then be as-

sessed by calculating the amended scores. Proposals that result in a reduced score, would be viewed 

negatively. Proposals that generate a higher habitat score would be encouraged. The calculator can 

also be used to assess proposed mitigation work, when used in conjunction with the ‘mitigation deci-

sion making tool’. It is intended that details and guidance will be included in the new Built and Natural 

Heritage Scottish Government Document. Interestingly, this Council has no designated local geosites 

and has just granted permission (see previous article) for gravel extraction within the New Lanark 

World Heritage Site protection zone at the Falls of Clyde SSSI.                                          Mike Browne 

NEWS ITEM NEWS ITEM ——  ‘‘Save our Landscapes’ Save our Landscapes’ (cont.)(cont.)  

The esker, kame and kettle, and glaciofluvial sedi-

ments of the famous Carstairs Kames (see top left) - of 

which Hyndford is a part - have been subject not on-

ly to massive extraction (see bottom left) but also exten-

sive scientific research and debate for a long time 

back into the 19th century. Fairly recently, in 1997, 

sections in the sand and gravel within Hyndford 

Quarry were described and interpreted by G.S.P. 

Thomas and E. Montague in the Quaternary Science 

Reviews journal. The local landforms are great, 

though locally unprotected.  

The knowledge of the sediments obtained from quar-

rying adds to the understanding of this key glacioflu-

vial landscape and the deglaciation of the upper and 

middle Clyde valley. So perhaps the real and big, not 

to mention difficult, question is: “How do we geocon-

servationists square this circle?” Surely, though, this 

is not just through the current plan for restoration to 

a mock landscape? Elsewhere in Europe, more im-

aginative schemes have more or less faithfully repro-

duced the landforms of such areas with excellent 

interpretative and educational facilities. 
                                                                                                                                             Mike Browne 
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SCOTLAND SCOTLAND ——  Scottish Geodiversity ForumScottish Geodiversity Forum  

We held our AGM at the Kindrogan Field Centre at the beginning of March, a 

combination of an interesting round-table discussion on geodiversity and tour-

ism, and a short walk near the Centre following one of the geodiversity trails 

developed by Tayside Geodiversity. On the walk, we discovered some interest-

ing Dalradian bedrock and a rather spectacular glacial erratic. The main focus 

of the Forum at the moment is on tourism. We are convinced that there is huge 

potential to boost the economic value of Scottish tourism on two fronts - firstly 

by making the links between culture, Scotland's world-class scenery and the 

underlying (and on-going) geodiversity for all visitors, with the aim of making 

Scotland an even more attractive place to visit, encouraging people to stay 

longer and come back for more. We know that scenery is the main draw for vis-

itors to Scotland, but the opportunities to appreciate our scenery often don't take people into the story 

of how and why. There is plenty of information available to help visitors explore more, but it is some-

times hard to find - anecdotally we know that even in Geoparks, people enquiring at visitor centres 

are sometimes told there is no information available about local geology! As a first step, we're devel-

oping a Google map hosted on:  

                                                                         scottishgeology.com  

This map highlights all the existing resources from interpretation boards to museums. 

On a second front, we want Scotland to be seen as "the home of geology", a place for everyone 

around the world with an interest in geoscience to visit before they die, to explore the historical devel-

opment of the science in Scotland, and our wonderful geodiversity. We know that this is already hap-

pening, with many individual geologists, academic field parties and study tours coming to Scotland, 

although nobody knows the full extent of the existing market (and we are interested in hearing of ex-

amples). We believe it is already extensive and has huge growth potential, if supported by appropriate 

infrastructure and marketing. So that is the long-term challenge, to switch the tourism industry on to 

this growth potential and make sure we do all we can to support it, with high quality information target-

ing at different users, and awareness raising and training for the people at the front end - the B&B 

owners, tour guides and the people behind desks at visitor centres. 

So, a busy Forum - don't forget we always welcome new members who are interested in working with 

others to promote Scotland's geodiversity. Membership is free, and you don't even have to live in 

Scotland.                                                                           Angus Miller  [Chair, Scottish Geodiversity Forum]  

All things change, even in geological recording, and unfortunately the launch of Microsoft’s latest ver-

sion of Office® is not compatible with the current version (v2) of the GeoConservation database. I 

have produced a version (v3.0) which is compatible with Office 2013®. This is downloadable from the 

website and can be used for a new installation of GeoConservation. At present, however, there is no 

automatic routine to upgrade an existing copy of GeoConservation – anyone wishing to upgrade, 

please contact me at SER (craig@staffs-ecology.org.uk) and I can send guidelines on how to do the 

upgrade. IMPORTANT, if you are proposing to move to Office 2013 and use GeoConservation, cer-

tain parts of the upgrade MUST be done before upgrading Office, i.e. in Office 2007 or 2010, please 

contact me before you upgrade Office!                      Craig Slawson  [Staffordshire Ecological Record Centre] 

NEWS ITEM NEWS ITEM ——  GeoConservation Database and Microsoft Office®GeoConservation Database and Microsoft Office®  
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NEWS ITEM NEWS ITEM ——  Earthlearningidea  Earthlearningidea    

500 Translations and More Than a Million Downloads 

Each January, the Earthlearningidea Team reviews progress and reports on the findings to the wider 

geoscience education community.  

The 2014 January review has shown that: 

 173 Earthlearningideas have been published in English on the www.earthlearningidea web-

site - more than a million pdf downloads have been recorded; 

  Earthlearningideas are being translated from English into eight other languages (or nine, if 

you count the single Tamil translation); 

  the total number of translations so far is more than 500; 

  the Earthlearningidea blog has been accessed in 184 countries and nearly 8000 towns and 

cities worldwide; 

  the latest series of ideas to be published in English include: geological time, soils, minerals, 

the solar system and the water cycle; 

  series planned for next year include: sedimentary structures, rock cycle games and fieldwork. 

The Earthlearningidea Team would like to thank all those who have suggested ideas, who are writing 

the translations (particularly Xavier Juan in Spain, who has amazingly produced 39 Spanish (Castilian) 

and 61 Catalan translations over 2013 for the same fee we get paid ourselves – nothing at all!) and 

who are our regular users and supporters. If you didn’t open, download and use the ideas – it wouldn’t 

be worth our while publishing them!                                    Chris King, Peter Kennett & Elizabeth Devon 

NEWS ITEM NEWS ITEM ——  Fossil Grove  Fossil Grove    

Another stakeholder meeting was recently held, on 6th March, to discuss Fossil Grove, Glasgow. The 

site, a SSSI, is managed by Glasgow City Council’s Department of Land and Environmental Services. 

As readers probaly know, this was the second (the first was in Sheffield) such in situ assemblage of 

Carboniferous clubmoss trees (with 11 still upstanding to 90cm in their original growth position) to be 

preserved by being roofed over. It is also the world’s oldest and more or less continuously open pur-

pose-built geotourism attraction; something worth celebrating and keeping in good order for future gen-

erations. Historically there have been conservation issues with the site due to fluctuating temperature, 

humidity and even water ingress and recent community concerns that it has perhaps been neglected; 

all concerns that the Council wishes to address though community engagement. The meeting was a 

most positive event, with various points conveyed; the most important of these concerned:  

1. the need to ensure environmental conditions created at Fossil Grove are compatible with the long 

term conservation of the geological interest;  

2. SNH’s willingness to have the area of exposed stumps increased; and  

3. the importance that any new building design work reflects the geological interest features of the 

site. 

One item that was raised was if anyone had any information on conserved geological features, else-

where in the UK and globally, that are protected in a manner similar to Fossil Grove; experience of 

such approaches elsewhere usefully might well be drawn upon for use at Fossil Grove. A further stake-

holder meeting has been called for 25th March 2014.                                    Angus Miller & Tom Hose 
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ENGLAND ENGLAND ——  East Midlands Geological SocietyEast Midlands Geological Society  

The Society’s 50th Anniversary 

2014 is the 50th Anniversary of the founding of the highly successful East Midlands 

Geological Society during which it is arranging a number of special activities. The 

highpoint of the golden celebrations was the Anniversary Special Lecture given by 

Prof. Iain Stewart, on Saturday February 15, 2014. Iain is famous for his current 

series of extremely popular television programmes where he has enthused the 

general public by demonstrating the wonders of the way the earth works. The title 

of the lecture was ‘Between a rock and a hard place’ and was very well received 

by a large and enthusiastic audience. 

Way back in 1964 geology was making a big public impact following a number of scientific discoveries 

which brought home to everyone what a dynamic planet we live in. The Department of Adult Educa-

tion at the University of Nottingham and the WEA were able to fulfil the demand for courses in Not-

tingham and across the East Midlands but members of two of these courses and their tutors recog-

nised the need for a regional geological society where the interest in the subject could be fostered. An 

initial meeting of a number of interested people was held in early January 1964 and was followed by a 

public meeting attended by 55 people on 1 February and at that meeting the East Midlands Geologi-

cal Society (now a registered charity - 503617) was born. 

Very quickly a programme of indoor lectures and field trips was organised and ar-

rangements were made for an Editorial Board led by Dr. Bill Sarjeant to produce 

the Mercian Geologist (see right) the first journal of the Society’s highly recognised 

publication which continues to be published by the Society today. 

Dr. Frank Taylor gave the first of the Society’s lectures on the Geology of Derby-

shire and he was followed by a number of prominent speakers during that first 

year. A selection of excellent field trips was organised for the summer months, the 

first being a memorable trip to Dudley Canal and tunnel in the famous limestone 

workings. 

Membership flourished, as it has done so to the 

present, with over 300 members. The arrival of the 

British Geological Survey at Keyworth in the 1970s 

greatly enhanced the number of professional geol-

ogists belonging to the Society; that association 

has very successfully continued to maintain its 

aims of providing inspiration to both professional 

and lay members of the Society. 

The society continues today with a series of 

monthly lectures, held at Nottingham University, in 

the winter months and a full programme of 

fieldtrips (see right, for the Scarborough 2010 trip) 

throughout the summer months.  

Anyone who wants further information can visit the Society’s website at http://www.emgs.org.uk/ on 

which much useful information can be found; should they wish to join the Society they will be made 

very welcome.                                                                                             Ian Sutton & Keith Ambrose    
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